UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

2016

Print
WINNER  Paul Farrell, Nick Evershed, Helen Davidson, Ben Doherty, David Marr and Will Woodward, *Guardian Australia*, The Nauru Files
FINALIST  Ben Doherty, *Guardian Australia*, Lives in Limbo
FINALIST  SBS, Something Terrible Has Happened to Levai
FINALIST  Adam Morton, *The Age*, The Vanishing Island

TV – News/Current Affairs
WINNER  *SBS World News*, Syria, Five Years of Crisis
FINALIST  Phil Goyen and Michael Usher, *60 Minutes*, Divided States of America
FINALIST  Jane Bardon, *ABC News and Current Affairs*, Australia’s Third World Indigenous Housing Shame
FINALIST  Waleed Aly and Tom Whitty, *The Project*, ISIL is Weak

TV – Documentary
WINNER  Caro Meldrum-Hanna, Mary Fallon, Elise Worthington, *Four Corners*, Australia’s Shame
FINALIST  Brett Mason, Calliste Weitenberg, Bernadine Lim, Jonathan Challis, Micah McGown, *Dateline*, Allow Me to Die
FINALIST  Patrick Abboud, *Breaking Point*, Bullying’s Deadly Toll

Radio – News
WINNER  Jane Bardon, *ABC News*, Indigenous Residents
FINALIST  Sue Lannin, *ABC Radio National*, East Timor Hitlist

Radio – Documentary
WINNER  Christine El-Khoury, *ABC News and Current Affairs*, Anti-Muslim extremists: How far will they go?
FINALIST  Dan Box and Eric George, *The Australian*, Bowraville
FINALIST  Kristina Kukolja and Lindsey Arkley, SBS, Unwanted Australians

Photojournalism
WINNER  Darrian Traynor, Gaza’s Forgotten Voices
FINALIST  Belinda Mason and *Blur Projects*, Silent Tears
FINALIST  Kate Geraghty, Seeking Asylum

Online
WINNER  Paul Farrell, Nick Evershed, Ri Liu, Helen Davidson, Josh Wall, Ben Doherty and Will Woodward, *Guardian Australia*, The Nauru Files

Special Commendation
Beau Donelly, Felicity Lewis, Matthew Absalom-Wong, Jo Gay, Chris Hopkins, Paul Jeffers, Chris Hyde, Sarah Keayes, Luis Ascu, *Fairfax Media*, Australian Muslim Voices
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FINALIST  Kristina Kukolja, Lindsey Arkley, John Zubrzycki, Nathan Kopp, SBS Unwanted Australians
FINALIST  Matthew Davis, Emma Morris, Greg Nelson, Sally Sara, Matthew Walker, Freedom Riders

**Promotion of Indigenous Recognition**
WINNER  Sarah Dingle, *ABC News and Current Affairs*, WA’s Stolen Wages Shame
FINALIST  Jane Bardon, *ABC News and Current Affairs*, Strong leaders demand better housing, equality and support to work on country
FINALIST  Bronwyn Adcock, Aboriginal Fishing: When culture becomes criminal

**Promotion of Positive Images of the Older Person**
WINNER  Kristopher Flanders, *NITV The Point*, Elders Games
FINALIST  Rebecca Baillie and Philippa McDonald, *Australian Story ABC TV*, What a Wonderful World
FINALIST  William Reid, The Hensioners

**Promotion of Women’s Rights and Issues**
WINNER  Jenny Brockie, Alex Tarney, Sarah Hudson, Nakari Thorpe, Ross Scheepers, Erin Reimer, *SBS Insight*, Mothers Who Leave
FINALIST  Sarah Dingle, *ABC News and Current Affairs*, Inside the Matildas’ Strike
FINALIST  *SBS*, The girls, the paedophile and Cardinal Pell
FINALIST  Belinda Hawkins, Steven Baras-Miller, Emily Porrello, Greg Hassall, Mark Farnell, Tony Connors, *ABC, Australian Story*, A League of Their Own

**Promotion of Children’s Rights and Issues**
FINALIST  Patrick Abboud, Breaking Point: Bullying’s deadly toll
FINALIST  Jenny Brockie, Kyle Taylor, Milena Dambelli, Amanda Xiberras, Erin Reimer, Ross Scheepers, Glen Caro, *SBS Insight*, Looking After the Kids
FINALIST  Beau Donelly, *The Age*, Australian Girl on the run in Africa

**Promotion of Social Cohesion**
WINNER  Waleed Aly and Tom Whitty, *The Project, Network Ten*, Send Forgiveness Viral
FINALIST  *ABC, You Can’t Ask That*
FINALIST  Kym Middleton, *The Ethics Centre, IQ2*: Racism is Destroying the Australian Dream
FINALIST  Ben Doherty and Abdul Karim Hekmat, *Guardian Australia*, We are the forgotten people: the anguish of Australia’s ‘invisible’ asylum seekers

**Promotion of Disability Rights and Issues**
WINNER  Jenny Brockie, Kyle Taylor, Asena Basak, Ross Scheepers, Erin Reimer, Glen Caro, *SBS Insight*, Sex and Disability
FINALIST  *ABC, You Can’t Ask That*
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FINALIST  Ginger Gorman, Australia’s Most Shocking Statistic: sexual abuse and domestic violence against women with disabilities
FINALIST  Belinda Mason and Blur Projects, Silent Tears

Protecting Freedom
WINNER  Eva Orner, Chasing Asylum

2015
Print – News
WINNER  Michael McKenna and Paige Taylor, The Australian, Miss Dhu
Special Commendation
Ben Doherty and Sarah Malik, Guardian Australia, The Extraordinary Detention of Sayed Abdellatif
FINALIST  Paul Farrell, Guardian Australia, Australia’s Asylum Seeker Policies Investigation

Print – Feature
WINNER  Michael Bachelard, Fairfax Media, High Tension
FINALIST  Martin McKenzie-Murray, The Saturday Paper, Nauru Rapes: “There is a war on women”
FINALIST  Ruth Pollard, Fairfax Media, The Rojava Revolution

TV – News/Current Affairs
WINNER  Norman Hermant, ABC, Consumer Directed Care
FINALIST  Jane Bardon and Franco Pistillo, ABC News, Detainees driven to suicide and self-harm in immigration detention
FINALIST  Kathy McLeish, Heidi Rexa, Michael McKinnon, ABC, Barrett Centre Closure
FINALIST  Waleed Aly, Tom Whitty and KB Barker, The Project, Editorials

TV – Documentary
WINNER  Sophia Turkiewicz, Rod Freedman, Change Focus Media, Once My Mother
FINALIST  Peter Djigirr, David Gulpilil, Molly Reynolds, Another Country
FINALIST  Alex de Jong, Bernadine Lim, Meggie Palmer, Ben Foley, David Potts and Micah McGown, SBS Dateline, Shades of Bad?
FINALIST  Harry Bardwell, Kelrick Martin, SBS, Prison Songs

Radio – News
WINNER  Kristina Kukolja and Lindsey Arkley, SBS, Snedden extradition case tests Australia’s war crimes resolve
FINALIST  Nour Haydar, 2SER 107.3, Brothers in Faith, Equals in Humanity
FINALIST  Bridget Brennan, ABC Radio Current Affairs, Drug-addicted parents struggle to access rehabilitation
FINALIST  Sally Sara, ABC, The Return

Radio – Documentary
WINNER  Kirsti Melville, David Le May, 360documentaries, ABC Radio National, The Storm
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**FINALIST**  Sarah Dingle, *ABC Radio National*, Radicalisation, deradicalisation and the ‘sweet-talkers’ for IS

**FINALIST**  Sharon Davis, Steven Tilley, Earshot, *ABC Radio National*, Inside the NSW Drug Court

**FINALIST**  Claudia Taranto, Laurence Grissell Steven Tilley and Tiger Webb, *ABC Radio National*, Workers without borders

**Photojournalism**

**WINNER**  Edwina Pickles, Fairfax Media, Inside the World’s Largest Refugee Camp

**FINALIST**  Ingetje Tadros, Kennedy Hill

**FINALIST**  Chris Hopkins, Fairfax Media, Trauma

**Online**

**WINNER**  Mark Eland, Stewart Heckenberg, Molly Reynolds, Still Our Country

**Special Commendation**

Matt Huynh, Matt Smith, Kylie Boltin, Nam Le, SBS, The Boat

**FINALIST**  Eleanor Bell, Will Fitzgibbon, Chris Zubak Skees, International Consortium of Investigative Journalists and Centre for Public Integrity, Fatal Extraction

**Promotion of Indigenous Recognition**

**WINNER**  Jade Rose, Matt Dwyer, Paul Sinclair, Mirri Mirri, Big Boss: Last Leader of the Crocodile Islands

**FINALIST**  Lois Kay Cook, Aboriginal Cultural Concepts and Catherine Marciniak, *ABC Open*, Babe in the reeds: a story of massacres and resilience

**FINALIST**  Steve Kinnane, Judy Harrison, Isabelle Reinecke, *Griffith Review*, Finger Money: The black and white of stolen wages

**FINALIST**  Paul Daley, *The Guardian Australia*, Understanding Aboriginal Australia through history and culture

**Promotion of Positive Images of the Older Person**

**WINNER**  Archer Magazine, Issue Four

**FINALIST**  Dr Maggie Haertsch, Simon Cunich, *Arts Health Institute*, Eileen Kramer

**FINALIST**  Monique Schafter, *7:30 Report, ABC TV*, Parkinson’s Patients Punch Their Way to Improvement

**Promotion of Women’s Rights and Issues**

**WINNER**  Michelle Aleksandrovics Lovegrove, Minelle Creed, *SBS Radio*, Breaking community silence on violence against Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women


**FINALIST**  Jenny Brockie, Kyle Taylor, Amanda Xiberras, *Insight SBS*, Sexual Harrassment

**Promotion of Children’s Rights and Issues**

**WINNER**  Jenny Brockie, Kyle Taylor, Alix Piatek, *Insight SBS*, Holroyd High

**FINALIST**  Erin O’Dwyer, *Marie Claire*, What Do You Do?

**FINALIST**  Adam Morton, *The Sunday Age*, Locked in Limbo
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FINALIST  Matt Wade, *Sydney Morning Herald*, Girl mothers and famine survivors: inside the world’s biggest refugee camp

FINALIST  Kathy McLeish, Heidi Rexa, Michael McKinnon, *ABC*, Barrett Centre Closure

**Promotion of Multicultural Issues**

**WINNER**  Jenny Brockie, Kyle Taylor, Alix Piatek, *Insight SBS*, Holroyd High

**FINALIST**  Ges D’Souza and Tim Wilson, *ABC TV*, Just Call Jamal

**FINALIST**  Michael Bradley, *The Drum, ABC TV*, Collection of Articles

**FINALIST**  Sarah Dingle, *ABC Radio National*, Radicalisation, deradicalisation and the ‘sweet talkers’ for IS

**Promotion of Disability Rights and Issues**

**WINNER**  Amelia Paxman, Sally Wortley, Veronica Fury, *WildBear Entertainment*, Crack Up

**FINALIST**  Rachel Carbonell, Chris Bullock, Leila Shunnar, *ABC Radio National*, Stuck in God’s Waiting Room

**FINALIST**  Jeannette Francis, *SBS The Feed*, Spectrum of Hope

**Promotion of Climate Change Issues**

**WINNER**  Waleed Aly and Tom Whitty, *The Project*, Renewable Energy Target

**Special Commendation**

Adam Morton  *The Sunday Age*, The Road to Paris

**FINALIST**  Eric Campbell, Brieta Hague, David Martin, Scott Monor, *ABC*, Southern Exposure

---

**2014**

**Print – News**

**WINNER**  Oliver Laughland and David Marr, *The Guardian Australia*, Asylum seeker health coverage

**FINALIST**  Phillip Adams, *Phillip Adams Consulting Pty Ltd*, Unbelievable!

**FINALIST**  Matt Wade, *The Sydney Morning Herald*, The Forgotten Crisis

**FINALIST**  Michael Gordon, *The Age, Secrets*, Fears and Seeking Asylum

**Print – Feature**

**WINNER**  Andra Jackson, *The Sydney Morning Herald*, Forgotten: A Lonely Life Lived Without Hope

**FINALIST**  Richard Guilliatt, *The Weekend Australian Magazine*, Man on a mission

**FINALIST**  Cameron Stewart, *The Australian*, Slaves To Sex

**FINALIST**  Jamie Walker, *The Weekend Australian Magazine*, Blood Ties

**TV – News**

**WINNER**  Dan Oakes and Sam Clark, *ABC News*, Out of Home Care Abuse

**FINALIST**  Danny Teece-Johnson, *NITV News*, CLP Crisis

**FINALIST**  Santilla Chingaipe, *SBS World News*, Australian Eritreans forced to pay illegal tax
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FINALIST Stefan Armbruster, SBS World News, Contributing Against the Odds: Body of Work

TV – Current Affairs
WINNER Jane Bardon and Franco Pistillo, ABC 7.30 NT, They’re Not Listening
FINALIST Kate Mellis and Andrew Rochford, The Project, Lifting the Veil
FINALIST Melissa Doyle, Billy Foster and Richard Cunningham, Seven Network, Syrian Children
FINALIST Norman Hermant, Lateline, Learning Difficulties: Only about a third of young adults and adults with a disability complete year 12’
FINALIST Stephen Pennells and Nick Farrow, Sunday Night, Building a Desert City

TV – Documentary
WINNER John Lyons, Janine Cohen and Sylvie Le Clezio, Four Corners, Stone Cold Justice
Special Commendation
Sally Sara, Marianne Leitch, David Martin, Rob Hill, Nicholas Brenner and Stuart Miller, ABC TV, Coming Home Parts 1 and 2
FINALIST Alex Cullen and Alex Hodgkinson, Sunday Night, Drought: The Last Straw
FINALIST Heather Kirkpatrick, Waratah Films, Mary Meets Mohammad
FINALIST Ruth Cullen, Allison James, Allan Carter, Karen Williams, Nathan Hayter, Beckett Broda, David Fosdick, Nick Dunlop, Celia Tait, and Brian Beaton, Artemis International, The Dreamhouse

Radio – News
WINNER Beyene Semere Weldegiorgis, SBS Radio, Surviving in the terror of the organ-harvesting trade
FINALIST Santilla Chingaipe, SBS World News Radio, Australian Eritreans “forced to pay illegal tax”

Radio – Documentary
WINNER Sarah Dingle, ABC Radio Background Briefing, The Salvos: A Matter of Trust
Special Commendation
Sarah Knight, Karen Tighe, ABC, Appeal for Syrian Refugees
FINALIST Damien Carrick, Anita Barraud and Ben Collins, ABC, Criminal Justice in the Kimberley
FINALIST Florencia Melgar, SBS Radio, The Other 9/11
FINALIST Sarah Dingle, ABC Radio Background Briefing, A Literacy Deficit

Photojournalism
WINNER Ingetje Tadros, Ingetje Tadros/Diimex, Caged Humans in Bali
FINALIST Noel McLaughlin, Fanou Filali and Rowan Tucker Evans, SBS, Colin and Rachel
FINALIST Stuart McEvoy, The Australian, Growing Up APY
FINALIST Steve Pennells, The West Australian, Surviving Haiyan
FINALIST Edwina Pickles, Fairfax Media, The Forgotten Famine
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**Online**

**WINNER**
Northern Pictures and Screen Australia, *SBS Online*, Cronulla Riots: The Day that Shocked the Nation

**FINALIST**
Gina McKeon, *ABC*, Margaret: the hidden face of homelessness

**FINALIST**
Jiao Chen and Ester Harding, *SBS Online*, After 6/4

**FINALIST**
Sherine Salama, Fanou Filali, Nikolas Lachajczak and Jinan Al Nakshabandi, *SBS Online*, Exit Syria

**FINALIST**
Tim Leslie, Lucy Fahey, Colin Gourlay and Cristen Tilley, *ABC*, Ebola: what is it and how does it spread?

**Promotion of Indigenous Recognition**

**WINNER**
Andrew Pike and Ann McGarth, *Ronin Films*, Message from Mungo

**FINALIST**
Leah Purcell, Alice Taylor, Ernest Hariyanto, Larissa Behrendt, Dylan River, Nicholas Lee, *CAAMA Productions*, Who We Are: Brave New Clan

**FINALIST**
Michaela Perske, Adrian Russell Wills, Nic Beauman, Ben Rosen and Paul Searles, *Pursekey Productions, 88*

**FINALIST**
Jane Bardon and Franco Pistillo, *ABC 7.30 NT*, NT Indigenous communities forced to fight for land and water rights

**Promotion of Positive Images of the Older Person**

**WINNER**
David Brill and Geoff Parish, *Dateline SBS TV*, Free The Bears

**FINALIST**
Sally Sara, David Martin, Dan Sweetapple, Marianne Leitch, Scott Munro and Steve Taylor, *ABC TV Foreign Correspondent*, GRANPOWER!

**FINALIST**
Ges D'Souza, Kerry O'Brien and Nicholas Brenner, *ABC TV*, The Kid from Kogarah

**FINALIST**

**Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Women’s Rights and Issues**

**WINNER**
Kim Quinlan, *The Ballarat Courier*, It’s Up To Us

**FINALIST**
Geoff Thompson, Lisa McGregor, Mary Fallon and Michael Nettleship, *ABC*, Rosie’s Story

**FINALIST**
Juanita Philips and Ursula Malone, *ABC News*, No Excuse

**FINALIST**
Terry Goldsworthy, Matthew Raj, Gael Jennings, Margaret Simmons, Kate Fitz-Gibbon, Sarah Wendt, Jane Wangmann, Rosemary Purcell, James Ogloff, Helen Westerman, Emil Jeyartanam, Michael Courts and Fron Jackson-Webb, *The Conversation*, Domestic Violence in Australia

**Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Children’s Rights and Issues**

**WINNER**
John Lyons, Janine Cohen and Sylvie Le Clezio, *ABC TV Four Corners*, Stone Cold Justice

**FINALIST**

**FINALIST**
Dan Oakes and Sam Clark, *ABC News*, Out of Home Care Abuse

**FINALIST**
Jenny Brockie, Hannah Meagher and Kyle Taylor, *SBS Insight*, Drinking When Pregnant
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**Promotion of Multicultural Issues**

**WINNER**  Heather Kirkpatrick, *Waratah Films*, Mary Meets Mohammad

**FINALIST**  Jenny Brockie, Elise Potaka, Saber Baluch and Alix Piatek, *SBS Insight*, Joining the Fight

**FINALIST**  Joseph Wakim OAM, Our common humanity

**FINALIST**  Oliver Laughland and Christian Bennett, *Guardian Australia*, The life and awful death of a Tamil Asylum Seeker in Australia

**2013**

**Print – News**

**WINNER**  Steve Pennells, *The West Australian*, The Syrian Crisis

**FINALIST**  Farrah Tomazin, *The Sunday Age*, Their Right to Know

**FINALIST**  Kim Quinlan, *The Ballarat Courier*, It’s Up To Us

**Print – Feature**

**WINNER**  Ruth Pollard, *Sydney Morning Herald*, Price of Life

**FINALIST**  Michael Bachelard, *Fairfax Media*, They’re Taking Our Children

**FINALIST**  Paul McGeough and Kate Geraghty, *Fairfax Media*, Afghanistan Uncensored

**TV – News**

**WINNER**  Matt Moran, *Network Ten*, Wounded Warriors

**FINALIST**  Luke Waters, *SBS World News*, Kids In the Camps

**FINALIST**  Ryan Emery, *NITV News*, AA Youth Justice Reinvestment

**FINALIST**  Steve Pennells and Paul Walker, *Seven Network*, The Syrian Crisis

**TV – Current Affairs**

**WINNER**  Margot O’Neill, *Lateline ABC TV*, Aged Care Crisis

**FINALIST**  David O’Shea and Geoff Parish, *SBS Television*, Crunch Time

**FINALIST**  Patrick Abboud, *SBS*, Syrian Crisis

**FINALIST**  Suzanne Smith, Tony Jones, John Bruce, Michael Doyle and Brant Cumming, *Lateline, ABC TV News and Current Affairs*, The Tipping Point; a serving officer breaks ranks on clerical abuse cover up

**TV – Documentary**

**WINNER**  Yalda Hakim, Warwick Harrington, Nawal Al-Magafi and Peter Murtaugh, *BBC World News*, Understanding Yemen: Torture,Trauma and Al-Qaeda

**FINALIST**  Sabour Bradley, John Molloy and Daniel Henenberg, *Head First Media*, The Wrong Body

**FINALIST**  Sue Collins and Mike Hill, *Moonshine Movies*, Life before Death

**Radio – News**

**WINNER**  Felicity Ogilvie, *AM ABC News*, Pontville Children

**FINALIST**  Ryan Emery, *SBS*, WA Youth Justice Reinvestment

**FINALIST**  Stefan Armbruster, *SBS Radio World News Australia*, TB crisis on Australia’s doorstep
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Radio – Documentary
FINALIST Alex Mann, Michael Atkin and Sophie McNeill, *ABC, A 17-Year-Old Problem*
FINALIST Sarah Dingle, *ABC, The Family Trap*

Photojournalism
FINALIST Kate Geraghty, *The Sydney Morning Herald*, Afghanistan Uncensored
FINALIST Alex Ellinghausen, *Fairfax Media*, Asylum seekers waiting in Indonesia

Online
WINNER  Peter Hylands and Andrea Hylands, *Creative Cowboy Films*, Creative Cowboy Website
FINALIST Sally Sara, Matthew Liddy, Ben Spraggon, *ABC, Mama Asia*
FINALIST Paul McGeough and Kate Geraghty, *Fairfax Media*, Afghanistan Uncensored

Promotion of Aboriginal Recognition
WINNER  Chris Johnston, *Fairfax Media*, Going Home: the Great Aboriginal Dream
FINALIST Jane Bardon, *ABC News Darwin*, Traditional owners fight Arnhem Land fracking plan
FINALIST Stefan Armbruster, *SBS Radio World News Australia, Day of Mourning 1938*

Positive Images of the Older Person
WINNER  Jenny Brockie, Fanou Filali and Kym Middleton, *SBS TV Insight, Good Old Sex*
FINALIST Felicity Ogilvie, *ABC News*, Freedom Centre
FINALIST Jeannette Francis, *SBS, Prison Letters*

Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Women’s Rights and Issues
FINALIST Jenny Brockie, Fanou Filali, Saber Baluch and Joel Tozer, *SBS Insight, Clear Cut*
FINALIST Zoe Daniel, Simi Chakrabarti, Mavourneen Dineen, David Leland and Nicholas Brenner, *ABC, India on Trial*

Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Children’s Rights and Issues
WINNER  Matt Brown, Mathew Marsic and Garth Thomas, *ABC TV Foreign Correspondent, Syria: “Ibrahim’s War”*
FINALIST Sarah Ferguson, Mary Fallon and Greg Wilesmith, *ABC, Growing Up Poor*
FINALIST Suzanne Smith, Tony Jones, John Bruce, Michael Doyle, Brant Cumming, Chris Schembri, Emma Alberici, Matt Carney, Steve Cannane and Sashka Koloff, *ABC TV Lateline, Clerical abuse cover up – an in depth investigative series on institutional child sex abuse*

Promotion of Multicultural Issues
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WINNER
Tim Soutphommasane and Amanda Smith, ABC Radio National, Mongrel Nation

FINALIST
Jenny Brockie, Fanou Filali and Hannah Meagher, SBS Insight, Syria

FINALIST
Monique Schafter, ABC 7.30, From High Seas to HSC

FINALIST
Sharon Mascall-Dare, ABC/BBC, Anzac

2012

Best Online
WINNER
Alicia Hamilton, Matt Smith, Caroline Bartle, John MacFarlane, Poppy Stockell and Sandra Fonseca, SBS, The Block: Stories from a Meeting Place

FINALIST
Trevor Graham, Ned Lander, Andrew Myer and Rob Wellington, Yarra Bank Films, Make Hummus Not War

FINALIST
Rodney Dekker, Claudia Taranto and Timothy Nicastri, ABC Radio National 360 Documentaries, Tides of Resilience

Best Photojournalism
WINNER
Stuart McEvoy, The Australian, PNG Women’s Bill

FINALIST
Brian Cassey, Freelance Photojournalist, Life in a Coffin: Hong Kong

FINALIST
Lee Griffith, The West Australian, Seeking Asylum

Best Print - Feature
WINNER
Michael Gordon, The Age, In Harm’s Way

FINALIST
John Lyons and Sylvie Le Clezio, The Weekend Australian Magazine, Stone Cold Justice

FINALIST
Stephanie Osfield, Marie Claire Magazine, This Girl Has Special Needs and One Day Dreams of Becoming a Mum

Best Print - News
WINNER
Steve Pennells, The West Australian, The Untold Story of the Asylum Boat Tragedy

WINNER
John Lyons and Sylvie Le Clezio, The Australian, Children in Detention

FINALIST
Denise Ryan, The Age, The Team Too Afraid To Play

Best Radio - News
WINNER
Jane Bardon, ABC News Darwin, Rage Against the Regime: Asylum Seekers Demand Justice

FINALIST
Stefan Armbruster, SBS Radio News, Cruel Rules in Traditional Hunting Stoush

FINALIST
David Weber, AM ABC Radio, Island Protest

Best Radio - Documentary
WINNER
Sharon Davis and Steven Tilley, ABC 360 Documentaries, The Left to Die Boat

FINALIST
Santilla Chingaipe and Kristina Kukolja, SBS Radio News, Sins of the Colonisers: Is It Too Late to Pay the Price?

FINALIST
Anita Barraud, James Pattison and Carey Dell, ABC Radio National’s Law Report, Mabo 20 Years On

FINALIST
Santilla Chingaipe, SBS Radio News, Two Homes: South Sudanese Australians
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**Best Television – Current Affairs**
WINNER  Yaara Bou Melhem, Geoff Parish and Garry McNab, *SBS TV Dateline*, Revolutions: Rise and Fall
FINALIST  Yalda Hakim, Ryan Sheridan, Peter Charley, Garry McNab and Abdul Basir Bina, *SBS TV Dateline*, Anatomy of a Massacre
FINALIST  Hayden Cooper and Lisa Main, *ABC TV 7.30*, Inside West Papua
FINALIST  Hamish Macdonald and Sam Clark, *The Project Network Ten*, Age of Uncertainty

**Best Television - Documentary**
WINNER  Anne Delaney, Toby Creswell and Paul Ham, *November Films*, All the Way
FINALIST  Matt Peacock, Trevor Bormann, Simi Chakrabarti, Wayne McAllister, Nick Brenner and Dan Sweetapple, *ABC TV Foreign Correspondent*, India - Toxic Trade
FINALIST  Tony Krawitz, Darren Dale and Chloe Hooper, *Blackfella Films*, The Tall Man

**Best Television – News**
WINNER  Matt Doran, *Ten News*, Human Trafficking: Australia’s Modern-Day Slave Trade
FINALIST  Antoinette Lattouf, *Ten News*, Sina’s Story
FINALIST  Jeannette Francis, *SBS World News Australia*, Minorities in Uganda

**Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Children’s Rights and Issues**
WINNER  Jenny Brockie, Fanou Filali and Mawunyo Gbogbo, *SBS TV Insight*, Generation XXX
FINALIST  Nance Haxton, *ABC Radio PM Program*, Intellectually Disabled People Fight for Justice
FINALIST  John Lyons and Sylvie Le Clezio, *The Australian*, Palestinian Children in Detention

**Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Women’s Rights and Issues**
WINNER  Quentin McDermott, Peter Cronau and Mario Christodoulou, *ABC TV Four Corners*, A Matter of Life and Death
FINALIST  Katrina Yu, *SBS World News Australia*, Breaking the Silence on FGM
FINALIST  Jo Chandler, *The Age*, Taim Bilong Meri (Time for Women)

**Promotion of Aboriginal Reconciliation**
WINNER  Russell Skelton, *The Age*, The Most Lethal Crisis of All
FINALIST  Daniel Browning, Libbi Gorr, Felicity Greenland, Randal Mathieson, Amber Tripp and Mark Vear, *774 ABC Melbourne*, The NAIDOC Lounge
FINALIST  Jade Rose, Paul Sinclair, Laurie Baymarrwannga, Matt Dwyer, Tom Zubrycki and Ray Thomas, *Mirri Mirri Productions*, Big Boss

**Promotion of Multicultural Issues**

*Special Commendation*
Magica Fossati and Marina Freri, *SBS Radio’s Italian Program*, Bye-Bye Italy : From Austerity to Australia
FINALIST Marion Ives, *SBS World News Australia*, Inside Villawood

Promotion of Positive Images of the Older Person

WINNER Mandy Lake and Margie Brown, *Flickchicks Films*, The 100+ Club
FINALIST Katrina Yu, *SBS World News Australia*, Saving Elders' Stories
FINALIST Adam Harvey, *ABC Radio The World Today*, Budget Boosts Hopes of Older Workers

2011

Best Online

WINNER David Fullerton, John Steward and Sally Morgan, *Vanishing Point*, www.rwandanstories.org

Special Commendation
Matt Smith, John-Paul Marin, Nick Doherty, John MacFarlane and John Connell, *SBS Online and Indian Ocean Productions*, Africa to Australia
FINALIST Tim Lester, Tim Young and Ricky Sutton, *Fairfax Media*, Patriots and Traitors

Best Photojournalism

WINNER Steve Pennells, *The West Australian*, Dadaab
FINALIST Andy Drewitt, *Leader Community Newspapers*, Carers in Crisis
FINALIST Meredith O'Shea, Westies

Best Print - Feature

WINNER Steve Pennells, *The West Australian*, Dadaab
FINALIST Denise Ryan, *The Age*, Lost for Answers
FINALIST Dr Vicky Grieves, *National Indigenous Times*, No River, No People: The Fight for the Mardoowarra in WA
FINALIST Jodie Duffy, *Illawarra Mercury*, Suffer the Little Children
FINALIST Rosemarie Milsom, *The Newcastle Herald*, The Long and Winding Road

Best Print - News

WINNER Steve Pennells, *The West Australian*, The Malaysian Deal
FINALIST Matt Wade, *Sydney Morning Herald*, The East African Famine
FINALIST Nicole Precel, *Leader Community Newspapers*, Young and Trapped in Aged Care

Best Radio

WINNER Sacha Payne, Stefan Armbruster, Ron Sutton, Jennifer Curtis, Karen Ashford, Greg Dyett, Michelle Lovegrove and Lindsey Arkley, *SBS World News Australia Radio*, Two decades, too little, too late for many – what became of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody?’
FINALIST Kathy Bedford, *ABC Local Radio*, Giving Voice to Victims of Family Violence
FINALIST Luke Waters, *SBS Radio World News Australia*, A "PM" ... A dinner party and a legacy
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**FINALIST** Mark Colvin, Eleanor Hall, Tanya Nolan, Annie White, Edmond Roy, Jess Hill and Connie Agius, *ABC Radio Current Affairs*, Arab Spring

**Best Television – Current Affairs**

**WINNER** Yaara Bou-Melhem, *SBS TV Dateline*, Series: Struggle for Freedom

**FINALIST** Fouad Hady, Geoff Parish and Melanie Morrison, *SBS TV Dateline*, Breaking Point

**FINALIST** Hamish Macdonald and Mathew Marsic, *Network Ten*, Malaysia - No Solution

**FINALIST** Steve Cannane, Jo Puccini and Alison McClymont, *ABC TV Lateline*, Inside the Malaysia Deal

**Best Television - Documentary**

**WINNER** *SBS and Cordell Jigsaw Productions*, Go Back To Where You Came From

**FINALIST** Andrew Ogilvie, Marco Visalberghi, Andrea Quesnelle, Franco Di Chiera, Barbara Bernardini, Greg Colgan, *Electric Pictures and Doclab*, Skin Deep

**FINALIST** Ben Knight, Greg Wilesmith, Geoffrey Lye and Simon Brynjolfsson, *ABC*, Kenya - A Place in the Sand

**FINALIST** Michael Cordell, *Cordell Jigsaw Productions*, Three Boys Dreaming

**FINALIST** Victoria Midwinter Pitt and Penny Chapman, *The Indian Pacific Picture Company*, Leaky Boat

**Best Television – News**

**WINNER** Brian Thomson, *SBS TV News*, Unfinished Business

**FINALIST** Jeff Waters, *ABC News*, Pilbara Series

**FINALIST** Natalie Ahmat and Daniel Bourchier, *National Indigenous Television News*, New Intervention

**FINALIST** Zoe Daniel, *ABC International Operations*, Burma Election 2010

**Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Children’s Rights and Issues**

**WINNER** Quentin McDermott, Deborah Masters, Karen Michelmore, Kate Wild and Shaun Hoyt, *ABC*, Dangerous Territory

**FINALIST** Jenny Brockie, Jane Worthington, Kym Middleton and Sarah Allely, *SBS TV Insight*, Gay in School

**FINALIST** Joanna McCarthy, *ABC Radio Current Affairs*, Sounds of Summer, Deadly legacy of US cluster bombs in Laos

**FINALIST** Jodie Duffy, *Illawarra Mercury*, Hard Labour

**Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Women’s Rights and Issues**

**WINNER** Matt Moran and Hugh Riminton, *Network Ten*, Skype Scandal

**FINALIST** Giselle Wakatama and Philip Ashley-Brown, *1233 ABC Newcastle*, The Baby Snatchers

**FINALIST** Philippa McDonald, *ABC*, Nowhere to Hide

**FINALIST** Trent Dalton, *The Courier Mail*, Home is Where the Hurt Is'

**Promotion of Aboriginal Reconciliation**

**WINNER** Natasha Gadd, Rhys Graham, Philippa Campey and Sarah Bond, *Daybreak*
UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

Films, Murundak - Songs of Freedom

Special Commendation
Mary Gearin, Vince Tucci, Jonathon Lee and Greg Field, ABC Television, A Walk to Remember

FINALIST Miriam Corowa, ABC Television Message Stick, Pecan Summer: The Opera

Promotion of Multicultural Issues

WINNER SBS and Cordell Jigsaw Productions, Go Back To Where You Came From

Special Commendation
Dan Fill, Frank Verheggen and Chris Sullivan, SBS Online, Asylum: Exit Australia

FINALIST Matt Smith, Nick Doherty, John Connell, John-Paul Marin and John MacFarlane, SBS Online and Indian Ocean Productions, Africa to Australia

Promotion of Positive Images of the Older Person

WINNER Sharon Connolly, Kim Akhurst, Jeannine Baker and Meredith Hopes, ABC TV, Work Later On

FINALIST Emily Rice, Network Ten 6.30 with George Negus, Never Too Old to Learn

FINALIST Natasha Johnson, Tony Connolly and Pru Kingsmill, ABC TV 7.30 Report, Lis Kirkby

2010

Best Online

WINNER Eleanor Bell, Ed Giles, Suzanne Smith and Matthew Liddy, ABC News Online with ABC Innovation, Beating the Odds

FINALIST Andy Drewitt, Jonty Burton, Dave Crossthwaite and Sean Lee, Leader Community Newspapers, Man Unknown

FINALIST Drew Ambrose, Priscilla Davies, Richard Kendall, Aimee Lipscombe and Bruce Belsham, ABC Innovation, Black Saturday

Best Photojournalism

WINNER Andy Drewitt, Leader Community Newspapers, Man Unknown

FINALIST Richard Kendall, ABC, Black Saturday

FINALIST Sally Sara, ABC, Delhi Street Kids

Best Print - Feature

WINNER Jo Chandler, The Age, Heart of The Battle

FINALIST Erin O'Dwyer, Sydney Morning Herald, Inside Stories

FINALIST Denise Ryan, The Age, Hope Rises in Schools of Last Resort

FINALIST Russell Skelton, The Age, The World Cup: More than a game

Best Print - News

WINNER Yuko Narushima, Sydney Morning Herald and The Age, Rejected women face mutilation

FINALIST Toni McRae, Fraser Coast Chronicle, Peace of mind after 44 years

Best Radio
UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

WINNER
Colm McNaughton, Nick Franklin and Steve Tilley, *ABC Radio National 360 Documentaries*, La Frontera

FINALIST
Antony Loewenstein, Sharon Davis and Timothy Nicastri, *ABC Radio National 360 Documentaries*, A Different Kind of Jew

FINALIST
Kristina Kukolja, *SBS Radio*, Echoes of Srebrenica

FINALIST
Siobhan McHugh, *ABC Radio National*, Marrying Out

**Best Television – Current Affairs**

WINNER
Fouad Hady and Ashley Smith, *SBS TV Dateline*, Iraq’s Deadly Legacy

FINALIST
Antoinette Chiha, Yaara Bou Melhem and Drew Ambrose, *ABC News 24*, Syria’s Sex Trade

FINALIST
Steve Cannane and Chris Taylor, *ABC TV*, Death in a Prison Van

**Best Television - Documentary**

WINNER
Darren Dale and Genevieve Grieves, *Blackfella Films and SBS TV*, Lani’s Story

FINALIST

FINALIST
Grant Saunders and Guy McLean, *ABC TV Message Stick*, We the problem, We the Solution

**Best Television - News**

WINNER
Sally Sara, Wayne McAllister and Jawed Memon, *ABC*, Pakistan Floods Coverage

FINALIST

FINALIST
Auskar Surbakti, *SBS TV*, Indonesian Earthquakes - Disaster to Recovery

FINALIST
Stefan Armbruster, *SBS TV*, Torres Strait - King Tide

**Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Children’s Rights and Issues**

WINNER

Special Commendation
Artemis International and Inavision Films, Bridge Between Two Worlds

FINALIST
Sally Sara, Wayne McAllister and Jawed Memon, *ABC*, Pakistan Floods Coverage

FINALIST
Sally Sara, *ABC*, The Acrobat Beggars - Delhi Street Kids

FINALIST
Natalie Craig, *The Sunday Age*, Coming out is ‘in’ at school as straight and gay go Gaga for equality

**Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Women’s Rights and Issues**

WINNER
Genevieve Grieves and Darren Dale, *Blackfella Films and SBS TV*, Lani’s Story

FINALIST
Paul Williams, Jenny Brockie, Skye Docherty and Claire Absolum, *SBS TV Insight*, Coping with Baby

FINALIST
Ruth Pollard, *Sydney Morning Herald*, Define consent

**Promotion of Aboriginal Reconciliation**

WINNER
Peter Fray, Aden Ridgeway and Gary Williams, *Sydney Morning Herald*, First
UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

Words
FINALIST Amanda Clark and Michael Carey, ABC, Full Circle
FINALIST Lara Cole, Anne Delaney, Anna Cole, Melissa Abraham, Tracey Savage, Antoinette Ford and Amanda Brown, November Films, Dancing with The Prime Minister
FINALIST Kathleen Dyett, Shannon Byrne, Christine Bratkovic and Murray Travis, ABC Stateline NSW, In Living Memory
FINALIST Ann Jones, West Australian Academy of Performing Arts Broadcasting, Edith Cowan University, The Media and Indigenous Australians

Promotion of Multicultural Issues
WINNER Martin Daly, Michael Bachelard, Meredith O'Shea, Nathaniel Scott, The Age, A Passage from India
FINALIST Sally Ingleton and Helen Gaynor, 360 Degree Films, Community Cop
FINALIST Manpreet Singh, SBS Radio, Pooran Singh’s Final Journey
FINALIST Eric Campbell, Ian Altschwager, David Leland, Nick Brennan, ABC TV Foreign Correspondent, Sri Lanka – Hell or High Water
FINALIST Peter McCutcheon, ABC TV 7.30 Report, Tampa Citizen

Promotion of Positive Images of the Older Person
WINNER Shirley Stott Despoja, The Adelaide Review, Third Age
FINALIST Natasha Johnson, Vince Tucci and Stuart Palmer, ABC TV 7.30 Report, Marvelous Marj
FINALIST Drew Ambrose and Richard Kendall, ABC Innovation, Reg and Mary

2009

Best Online
WINNER Martin Daly, Janna Mamar, Maris Beck, David Pavlich, David Boyle, Marc Eiden, Tim Young, Cormac Lally, Polly Dedman, Dawn Wells and John Tjhia, The Age Online, Trafficking
FINALIST Kimberley Porteous, Simon Rankin, Kate Geraghty and Jonathan Pearlman, The Sydney Morning Herald Online, Sexual Warfare in the Democratic Republic of Congo
FINALIST Dave Crossthwaite, Andy Drewitt, Melinda Marshall, Shaun Campbell, Jan Burton, Chris Kelly and Sean Lee, Maroondah Leader, Feeling the Strain

Best Photojournalism
WINNER Kate Geraghty, The Sydney Morning Herald, Sexual Warfare in the Democratic Republic of Congo

Special Commendation
Andy Drewitt, Maroondah Leader, Breakdown
FINALIST Jason South, The Age, PNG Maternity
FINALIST Stephen Dupont, The Diplomat Magazine, The Mean Streets of Port Moresby

Best Print - Feature
WINNER Glenda Ruth Kwek, The Sydney Morning Herald, Grim Life of Outcast Children
UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

FINALIST Trent Dalton, *The Courier Mail Q Weekend Magazine*, Southern Crossed

FINALIST Ruth Pollard, *The Sydney Morning Herald*, Dying to be Heard

FINALIST Chris Johnston, *The Age*, Sourabh Sharma

FINALIST Nick O’Malley, *The Sydney Morning Herald*, A Walk Through the Valley of Death

**Best Print – News**

WINNER Nick O’Malley, Heath Gilmore, Erik Jensen and Josephine Tovey, *The Sydney Morning Herald*, Foreign Students Exploited as Slaves

FINALIST Jonathan Pearlman and Kate Geraghty, *The Sydney Morning Herald*, The Ugliest Epidemic, Rape as a way to get payment

FINALIST Carol Nader, *The Age*, Placed with other damaged teens: Tom’s in Trouble

**Best Radio**

WINNER Anita Barraud and Paul Penton, *ABC Radio National, 360*, Indonesian Journeys: Democracy and Diversity

FINALIST Sharon Davis, Gina Perry and Russell Stapleton, *ABC Radio National*, Beyond the Shock Machine

FINALIST Nance Haxton, *ABC Radio*, Cry Me a River

FINALIST Lorena Allam and Michelle Goldsworthy, *ABC Radio National*, Holding our Tongues

**Best Television – Current Affairs**

WINNER David O’Shea, *SBS TV Dateline*, Bali’s Shame

Special Commendation

Yaara Bou Melhem and Aaron Thomas, *SBS TV Dateline*, Jordan: Jailing the Innocent

FINALIST Jeff Waters, *ABC TV*, Ramsi Future

**Best Television - Documentary**

WINNER Rachel Perkins, Beck Cole, Darren Dale, Blackfella Films and *SBS TV*, First Australians

Special Commendations

-Liz Jackson, Janine Cohen and Kate Wild, *ABC TV Four Corners*, Who Killed Mr Ward?
-Debbie Whitmont, Deb Masters and Caro Meldrum-Hanna, *ABC TV Four Corners*, A Totally Avoidable Tragedy
-Quentin McDermott, Sarah Curnow, Anne Connolly and Shaun Hoyt, *ABC TV Four Corners*, The Bullies’ Playground

FINALIST Geoff Thompson, Ian Altschwager, David Anderson, Simon Brynjolffssen, Ake Prihantari and Ari Wuryantama, *ABC TV Foreign Correspondent*, 80 Million a Day

**Best Television - News**

WINNER Yalda Hakim, *SBS TV World News Australia*, - 'Afghan Stories'

FINALIST Yaara Bou Melhem, *SBS TV World News Australia*, -'West Bank: Barrier Woes'

FINALIST Sally Sara and Wayne McAllister, *ABC TV News*, -'The LongMarch'
UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Children’s Rights and Issues
WINNER Felicity Ogilvie, ABC Radio, Urgent Need for Youth Psychiatric Ward in Tasmania
FINALIST Peter Munro, The Sunday Age, Childhood Lost: Underage Prostitutes Strain a System in Crisis
FINALIST Farrah Tomazin and Carol Nader, The Age, Bridging the Gap
FINALIST Carol Nader, The Age, Children in Residential Care Series

Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Women’s Rights and Issues
WINNER Sarah Ferguson, Ivan O’Mahoney, Anne Connolly and Kate Wild, ABC TV Four Corners, Code of Silence
FINALIST Jo Chandler, The Age, Papua New Guinea - Journey Through a Fragile State’s
FINALIST Sally Sara, Trevor Bormann, Wayne McAllister, Simi Chakrabarti and Garth Thomas, ABC TV Foreign Correspondent, Bangladesh - Acid Attacks
FINALIST Yaara Bou Melhem and Aaron Thomas, SBS TV Dateline, Jordan: Jailing the Innocent

Promotion of Aboriginal Reconciliation
WINNER The Fraser Coast Chronicle, The Butchulla, Q150, Zonta, Toni McRae and Kerrie Alexander, Reconciliation 2009
FINALIST Emma Cook, SBS World News Australia, After the Apology
FINALIST Andrew Stephens, The Age, Healing Spirit

Promotion of Multicultural Issues
WINNER Dai Le, Trevor Bormann, Simon Beardsell and Garth Thomas, ABC TV Foreign Correspondent, Return of the Boatpeople

Special Commendation
Martin Daly, Janna Mamar, Simon Rankin, Thomas Arup, Adrian Lowe, Marika Dobbin, Lucy Battersby, Jewel Topsfield, Andra Jackson, John Woudstra, Neil Bennett, Rebecca Hallas, Rupert Guenther and Andrew Duffield, The Age, Migrant Stories
FINALIST Jill Emberson, Tony Macgregor and Judy Rapley, ABC Radio National 360, The Ties that Bind: Stories from the Tongan Diaspora
FINALIST Chris Johnston, The Age, Sourabh Sharma

Promotion of Positive Images of the Older Person
WINNER Ian Henschke, John Gilbert, Stephen Opie and Phillip Jinks, ABC TV Stateline SA, Professor Nordin’
FINALIST Manpreet Kaur Singh, SBS Radio Punjabi Program, The Golden Athlete
FINALIST Kerry Staught, Andrew Burch, Chris Nilsen and Che McNamara-Moyle, ABC TV Landline, In Like Flynn

2008

Best Online
WINNER Rob Wellington and Anna Grieve, Screen Australia, Mabo Website
FINALIST Dean Gibson, Hans Mick and Wayne Denning, NITV, Black Tracks – New York
FINALIST Matthew Absalom-Wong, Glenda Kwek, Andrew Meares, Jonathan Pearlman
UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

and Kimberley Porteous, *Sydney Morning Herald online*, Exit Iraq

**Best Photojournalism**
WINNER  Stephen Dupont, *Sydney Morning Herald/The Age*, Inside a Suicide Blast
FINALIST  Rodney Dekker, *Australian Traveller Magazine*, Drought

**Best Print - Feature**
WINNER  Rory Callinan, *Time Magazine*, Stolen Children
Special Commendation  David Leser, *The Australian Women’s Weekly*, Children Overboard: Two Women, Two Stories

**Best Print – News**
WINNER  Jill Margo and Steve Georgopoulos, *The Australian Financial Review*, The terminally ill deserve better
FINALIST  Leigh Dayton, *The Australian*, On the trail of mass murder: Australians who helped bring Karadzic to justice
FINALIST  Benjamin Doherty, *The Age*, West Timor: A forgotten people

**Best Radio**
WINNER  Damien Carrick and Anita Barrand, *ABC Radio National*, Central Australia
FINALIST  Colm McNaughton, Tony MacGregor, Russell Stapleton, *ABC Radio National*, Awakening from history?
FINALIST  Ann Arnold, Claudia Taranto and Mark Don, *ABC Radio National*, Exposed to Moral Danger
FINALIST  Kerry Stewart, Judy Rapley and Florence Spurling, *ABC Radio National*, Cana Celebration

**Best Television – Current Affairs**
WINNER  Matt Brown, Brant Cumming and Simon Brynjolfsson, *ABC TV Foreign Correspondent*, Syria – Iraqi Refugees
Special Commendation  Jane Hansen and Nick Farrow, *Channel Nine Sunday Program*, From Behind the Razor Wire
FINALIST  Andrew Geoghegan, Paul Roy and Simon Brynjolfsson, *ABC TV Foreign Correspondent*, Zimbabwe – On the Run

**Best Television - Documentary**
WINNER  Aaron Lewis, *SBS TV Dateline*, The Heroes Are Tired (Africa’s Deadly Brain Drain)
Special Commendation  Eric Campbell, Ian Altschwager, David Martin, Brant Cumming and Bryan Millis’, *ABC TV Foreign Correspondent*, Armenia – Ghosts of the Past
UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

**FINALIST**  Janine Cohen, Peter Cronau and Alec Cullen, *ABC TV Four Corners*, Changing Men

**FINALIST**  Ili Bare, Deb Prince and Rose Hesp, *ABC TV Compass*, A Small Town Welcome

**Best Television – News**

**WINNER**  Auskar Surbakti, SBS World News Australia, Rebuilding Aceh

**FINALIST**  Max Futcher, *Channel Ten News*, Death of a Rebel

**Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Children’s Rights and Issues**

**WINNER**  Jane Hansen and Nick Farrow, *Channel Nine Sunday Program*, From Behind the Razor Wire

**FINALIST**  Peter Kirkwood, Deb Prince, Rose Hesp and Dina Volaric, *ABC TV Compass*, Young Carers

**FINALIST**  Nance Haxton, *ABC Radio*, Mullighan Report

**FINALIST**  Carol Nader, *The Age*, Leaving behind a life of drugs

**FINALIST**  Karen Kissane, *The Age*, Joedan Andrews series

**Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Women’s Rights and Issues**

**WINNER**  Wendy Page, Ian Harley, Mike Chirgwin and Colin Cosier, *ABC TV Australian Story*, Before You Leap

**FINALIST**  Kathy Bedford, Loretta Florance and Jacqui Peake, *ABC Local Radio*, Partner Rape Report


**Promotion of Aboriginal Reconciliation**

**WINNER**  *The Fraser Coast Chronicle, Butchulla elders, APN News*, Let’s Learn Butchulla: Hands in Time, Journeying Together

**Special Commendation**

Rachel Landers, Dylan Blowen, *Pony Films*, A Northern Town

**FINALIST**  Felix Clark, *The Big Issue Magazine*, Clouds Over the Desert

**Promotion of Multicultural Issues**

**WINNER**  Jenny Brockie, Lisa Main and Anne Worthington, *SBS TV Insight*, Another Country

**Special Commendation**

Farah Farouque, Dewi Cooke, *The Age*, Ganging up on Africans

**FINALIST**  Ben Cheshire, Paolo Black, Ian Harley, Quentin Davis, Dave Martin and Ross Byrne, *ABC TV Australian Story*, A Winger and a Prayer

**FINALIST**  Antony Funnell and Andrew Davies, *ABC Radio National*, Perceptions, Preconceptions and Visibility

**Promotion of Positive Images of the Older Person**

**WINNER**  Kent Gordon, Colin Cosier, John Bean and Angela Trabucco, *ABC TV Australian Story*, Bomber and Roy

**FINALIST**  Kerry Staight, Greg Heap, Anthony Frisina and Bob Lawrence, *ABC TV Landline*, School of the Air
UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

**2007**

**Best Online**

**WINNER** Matthew Absalom-Wong, Darren Connell, John Huxley and Kimberley Porteous, *Sydney Morning Herald*, Beyond White Australia

**Special Commendation**


**Best Photojournalism**

**WINNER** Jason South, *The Age*, A Fragile Truce

**FINALIST** Rob Maccoll, *Queensland Newspapers, News Limited*, Ghizo Tsunami – After the Wave

**FINALIST** Stephen Dupont, Narcostan, or the Perils of Freedom

**Best Print - Feature**

**WINNER** Debra Jopson and Joel Gibson, *Sydney Morning Herald*, Black Dollars Scam

**Special Commendation**

Brigid O’Connell, Andy Drewitt and Dave Cressthwaite, *Maroondah Leader*, In Sight, Out of Mind

**FINALIST** Paul McGeough, *Sydney Morning Herald*, Blinkered in Kabul and Islamabad

**FINALIST** Michael Gordon, *The Age*, Common Ground

**Best Print – News**

**WINNER** Nick O’Malley, *Sydney Morning Herald*, Unskilled, Unsafe: site shut

**FINALIST** Jo Chandler and Jason South, *The Age*, A Fragile Truce

**FINALIST** Debra Jopson, *Sydney Morning Herald*, Phantom Aid

**Best Radio**

**WINNER** Antony Funnell and Andrew Davies, *ABC Radio National*, The News from and to Zimbabwe

**FINALIST** Anna Burns, Louis Mitchell and Nicole Steinke, *ABC Radio National*, Before the War it was the War

**FINALIST** Meri Fatin and Matthew Perkins, *RTRFM*, Nih Wangkiny

**FINALIST** Ghassan Nakhoul, *SBS Radio*, The Missing Prisoner

**Best Television – Current Affairs**

**WINNER** Peter Lloyd, Simi Chakrabarti, Wayne McAllister, Mavourneen Dineen and Bryan Milliss, *ABC TV Foreign Correspondent*, Rohingyas – The Forgotten People

**Special Commendation**

Sophie McNeill and Amos Cohen, *SBS TV Dateline*, Combatants for Peace

**FINALIST** David O’Shea, Amos Cohen and Wayne Love, *SBS TV Dateline*, Camping in the Dust

**FINALIST** Jocelyn Nettlefold, Phil Long, Ben Korkmaz and Corina Scott, *ABC TV 7.30 Report*, Stolen Generation

**FINALIST** Andrew Denton, Anita Jacoby, *ABC TV Enough Rope*, Elders: Father Des Reid
UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

**Best Television – Documentary**

**WINNER**  
Olivia Rousset, David Potts and Amos Cohen, *SBS TV Dateline*, State of Despair

**Special Commendations**

-Matthew Carney, Peter Cronau, Alec Cullen and Guy Bowden, *ABC TV Four Corners*, Road to Return

-Sally Neighbour and Morag Ramsay, *ABC TV Four Corners*, Torture: A 2 Part Series

**FINALIST**  
Bronwyn Adcock, *SBS TV Dateline*, Fiji – After the Coup

**FINALIST**  
Elizabeth Tadic and Geoff Parish, *SBS TV Dateline*, The Cruellest Cut – Pakistan’s Kidney Mafia

**Best Television – News**

**WINNER**  
Andrew Geoghegan, Peter Ramatseba and Molatelo Mainetje, *ABC TV News*, Zimbabwe Crisis

**FINALIST**  

**FINALIST**  
Max Futcher, *Ten News Brisbane*, Refugee

**Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Children’s Rights and Issues**

**WINNER**  
Ian Henschke, *ABC TV*, Mullighan’s Kids

**FINALIST**  
Steve Cannane, Brendan Hutchens, Alice Brennan and Julie-Anne De Ruvo, *ABC TV jtv HACK*, NT Education

**FINALIST**  
Emma Griffiths, Trevor Bormann, Louie Eroglu and Garth Thomas, *ABC TV Foreign Correspondent*, Romania – The Lost Children

**Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Women’s Rights and Issues**

**WINNER**  
Trevor Bormann, David Martin, Nathan English and Bryan Milliss, *ABC TV Foreign Correspondent*, Afghanistan – A Tale of Two Women

**FINALIST**  
Helen Vatsikopoulos and Meena David, *ABC TV Asia Pacific Focus*, Maid in Malaysia

**FINALIST**  
Karen Kissane and Jamie Berry, *The Age*, Geoff Clark

**FINALIST**  

**Promotion of Aboriginal Reconciliation**

**WINNER**  
*The Age*, The Spirit of ‘67

**FINALIST**  
Jo Chandler and Jason South, *The Age*, A Fragile Truce

**FINALIST**  
Debra Jopson and Joel Gibson, *Sydney Morning Herald*, Black Dollars Scam

**FINALIST**  
Insight Team, *SBS TV Insight*, National Emergency

**FINALIST**  
Patricia Morrish, *ABC Radio Far North Morning Show*, Reconciliation Garden

**Promotion of Multicultural Issues**

**WINNER**  
*Sydney Morning Herald*, The Face of Islam

**FINALIST**  
Richard Corfield, Paul Costello, John Pleffer and Kerrie Hannan, *ABC TV Compass*, Cronulla to Kokoda

**FINALIST**  
Jeni McMahon, David Batty, Claudia Rowe, *Rebel Films*, Halal Mate
UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

**Promotion of Positive Images of the Older Person**

**WINNER** Sally Sara, John Busch and Andrew Burch, *ABC TV Landline*, Port Broughton Aged Care

**FINALIST** Ann Thomson and Ian Manning, *ABC Radio National*, Back to the Beginning

**FINALIST** Natasha Johnson, Vince Tucci, Stuart Palmer, Greg Field, *ABC TV 7.30 Report*, Mangrove Man

**2006**

**Best Photojournalism**


**Special Commendation**

Jason South, *The Age*, Java Earthquake – The Second My Life Changed

**FINALIST** Steve Pennells, *The West Australian*, Return to Sudan

**Best Print – Feature**

**WINNER** Paul McGeough, *The Sydney Morning Herald*, Death and Democracy – The Uncertainty of Life since 9/11

**FINALIST** Paul Daley, *The Bulletin*, Betrayal by Fire

**FINALIST** William Birnbauer, *The Sunday Age*, Destroyed by a Sinister Lust

**Best Print – News**

**WINNER** Mark Forbes, *The Age*, Cry Freedom: Papua’s Plea to the World

**FINALIST** Steve Pennells, *The West Australian*, The Halls Creek Crisis

**Best Radio**

**WINNER** Meri Fatin, *RTR FM 92.1 (Arts Radio Ltd)*, West Papua in Brief

**FINALIST** Jon Faine and Morning Team (Laureen Deale, Chris Uhlmann, John Standish, Linton Bryant), *774 ABC Radio*, King Khalid School Broadcast

**FINALIST** Anthony Funnell, *ABC Radio National Background Briefing*, Financial Abuse of the Elderly

**Best Television – Current Affairs**

**WINNER** Philippa McDonald, Kate Gunn, David Leland, *ABC TV Asia Pacific Focus*, Karen Refugees


**FINALIST** David Brill, Mary Gorman, Rowan Tucker-Evans, *SBS TV Dateline*, Pakistan’s Flying Doctors

**Best Television – Documentary**

**WINNER** David O’Shea, Rowan Tucker-Evans, Cathy Carey, Martin Butler, *SBS TV Dateline*, The Spanish Inquisition

**Special Commendation**

Olivia Rousset, Rowan Tucker-Evans, Nick O’Brien, Amos Cohen, Martin Butler, Sarah Parker, *SBS TV Dateline*, Abu Ghraib – Body of Work
UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

FINALIST Zoë Daniel, Greg Wilesmith, Peter Curtis, Bryan Milliss, *ABC TV Foreign Correspondent*, Sudan Survival

FINALIST Kerrie Hannan, *ABC TV Compass*, Islam on Parade

**Best Television – News**

WINNER Max Futcher, *Channel Ten News*, Dili

FINALIST Margot O’Neill and Michael Edwards, *ABC TV Lateline*, Belgrade Exile

**Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Children’s Rights and Issues**

WINNER Jenny Brockie, Antoinette Currah, Drew Ambrose, Andrew Middlemost, Stephen Harrop, Allan Hogan, *SBS TV Insight*, Thirteen


FINALIST Quentin McDermott and Sandra Harvey, *ABC TV Four Corners*, A Deathly Silence

**Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Women’s Rights and Issues**


*Special Commendation*

Evan Williams, Dina Volaric, Ron Ekkel, Simon Brynjolfssen, *ABC TV*, Bosnia – Children of the War

FINALIST Bronwyn Adcock, Rowan Tucker-Evans, Melanie Morrison, Martin Butler, *SBS TV Dateline*, Indonesia – Pornography and Politics

FINALIST Jenny Brockie, Skye Docherty, Amy Laging, Andrew Middlemost, Mark Falahye, Allan Hogan, *SBS TV Insight*, Proving Rape

**Promotion of Aboriginal Reconciliation**

WINNER Russell Skelton, *The Sunday Age and The Age*, The Murder Capital of Australia

FINALIST Angela Bates, *SBS TV Living Black*, Suicide in Aboriginal Communities

FINALIST Steve Pennells, *The West Australian*, The Halls Creek Crisis

**Promotion of Multicultural Issues**

WINNER Erin O’Dwyer, The Sun-Herald Sunday Extra, *The FamilyTies that Bind*

FINALIST Jon Faine, Lauren Deale, Chris Uhlmann, John Standish, Linton Bryant, *774 ABC Radio Morning Show*, King Khalid School Broadcast

FINALIST Kerrie Hannan, *ABC TV Compass*, Islam on Parade

**Promotion of Positive Images of the Older Person**

WINNER Jocelyn Nettlefold, David Pyefinch and crew, *ABC TV 7.30 Report*, Refugee Welcome

FINALIST Natasha Johnson, Vince Tucci and Steven Baras-Miller, *ABC TV 7.30 Report*, Old Postie

FINALIST Tony Barrell, Jane Norris, Mark Don, *ABC Radio National*, Single at Sixty

---

2005
### Best Photojournalism

**WINNER**  
Jason South, *The Age/SMH*  

**FINALIST**  
Rob Maccoll, *News Limited*, Thailand Tsunami  
Sandy Scheltema, *The Age*, Beyond Black and White

### Best Print

**WINNER**  
Karen Kissane, *The Age*, Honour Killing in the Suburbs  

**Special Commendation**  

**FINALIST**  
Paul McGeough, *Sydney Morning Herald*, Adjusting After War  
Andra Jackson, *The Age*, Mentally Ill Detained Woman Found to be Australian

### Best Radio

**WINNER**  
Angela Romano, *Queensland University of Technology Journalism*, New Horizons, New Homes  

**FINALIST**  
Kimberley Lipschus and Ian Walker, *ABC Radio National*, Hassan and the Djinn  
Nick Grimm, *ABC News and Current Affairs*, Dima Kids

### Best Television

**WINNER**  
Zoe Daniel/ Trevor Bormann, *ABC TV*, Inside Zimbabwe  

**Special Commendation**  
Sarah Ferguson/Nick Rushworth, *Channel Nine*, Field of Broken Dreams  
Belinda Hawkins, Claire Forster, Angela Trabucco, *ABC TV Australian Story*, Burnt by the Sun  
Wendy Page, Ian Harley, Quentin Davis, Ross Byrne, *ABC TV*, Of Droughts and Flooding Rains  
Carmel Travers, *Purple Pictures*, Truth, Lies and Intelligence

### Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Children’s Rights and Issues

**WINNER**  
Olivia Rousset, *Dateline SBS TV*, Inside Indonesia’s Sex Trade  

**Special Commendation**  
Allan Hogan, *SBS TV*, Kids in Crisis

### Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Women’s Rights and Issues

**WINNER**  
Karen Kissane, *The Age*, Honour Killing in the Suburbs  

**FINALIST**  
Peter Ellingsen, *The Age*, The Rape of Justice  
Helen Glasswell, *ABC TV*, The Gathering Storm Watermarked  
Anne Delaney, Michelle Goldsworthy, *From Trauma to Tapreach*

### Promotion of Aboriginal Reconciliation

**WINNER**  
David Weber, *ABC Radio and Current Affairs*, Desert Claim and Native Title  

**FINALIST**  
Mitch Torres, Frank Byrnes, *CAMA Productions*, Case 442: A Son’s Journey to find his Mother  
Russell Skelton, *The Sunday Age*, Papunya – Our Third World Shame
UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

**Promotion of Multicultural Issues**
WINNER Claire Miller, Clay Lucas, Matt Davidson, Rebecca Carmichael, Craig Sillitoe, Cathryn Tremain, *The Sunday Age*, Multicultural Melbourne
FINALIST David Herbert, *SBS Radio*, The 60th Anniversary of the Liberation of Auschwitz
FINALIST Andrea Stylianou, *The Advertiser*, Home Away from Home

**Promotion of Positive Images of the Older Person**
WINNER Geoff Parish, *SBS TV*, Good Morning Vietnam
FINALIST Margareta Pos, Davies Brothers, Max Angus at Ninety
FINALIST Elizabeth Tardic, *SBS TV* – ‘Jean Calder – Doctor of Hope’

**2004**

**Best Photojournalism**
WINNER Rob Maccoll, *The Courier Mail*, Plague in Paradise
FINALIST Rusty Stewart, *Spinach7 Magazine*, Savage Peace

**Best Print**
Special Commendation Michael Gordon, *The Age*, The Kiwi Solution
FINALIST Russell Skelton, *The Age*, Home Sweet Home
FINALIST Paul Gray, *Herald Sun*, Sobriety – not in my backyard, mate
FINALIST Craig Clarke, *Sunday Mail*, Shipyards of Death

**Best Radio**
WINNER Sharon Davis and Steven Tilley, *ABC Radio National*, Two Weeks in Another Country
FINALIST Rebecca Henschke, *SBS Radio Worldview*, Bougainville Women for Peace and Freedom
FINALIST Bulent Ibrisim and Eugenia Moraitis, *SBS Radio*, Greek and Turkish Programs, Reaching Through the Divide
FINALIST Diane Martin and Peter Hosking, *ABC Radio National*, The Peacemakers

**Best Television**
WINNER Chris Hilton, Hilton Cordell Productions, Dying to Leave
Special Commendations
- Geoff Parish and David Brill, *SBS TV Dateline*, Chad: Crisis in the Desert
- Andrew Geoghegan and Belinda Sommer, *ABC TV 7.30 Report*, Refugee Sanctuary
FINALIST Quentin McDermott, Sarah Curnow, Claire Forster and Emma Cook, *ABC TV Four Corners*, A Case to Answer
FINALIST Craig Danvers and Simon Manzie, *Simon Says Television*, From Little Things
UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

Big Things Grow
FINALIST  Sarah Barton and No Limits Team, Channel 31, No Limits

Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Children’s Rights and Issues
WINNER  Natalie O’Brien, The Australian, Child Sex Tourism
Special Commendations
-William Birnbauer and Edmund Tadros, The Sunday Age, Child Welfare Crisis
-Leisa Goddard-Roles, Ten News, Homeless Crisis
FINALIST  Belinda Hawkins, Mara Blazic, Angela Trabucco, Quentin Davis, Phil Hankin, Ross Byrne and Graham Fettling, ABC TV Australian Story, Of Woman Born

Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Women’s Rights and Issues
WINNER  Tracy Bowden and Jonathan Harley, ABC TV 7.30 Report, No Respect, No Campaign
FINALIST  Jo Dougherty, Wimmera Mail-Times, Mum’s the Word
FINALIST  Samantha Newman and Jacqui Houston, Indigenous Law Bulletin, Indigenous Law Centre, University of New South Wales, Special Focus: Indigenous Women

Promotion of Aboriginal Reconciliation
WINNER  Maria Moscaritolo, The Advertiser, Road to Ruin
FINALIST  SBS TV Insight, Killing ATSIC
FINALIST  Bill Bunbury and David Lemay, ABC Radio National, Kojonup – Place of Healing?

Promotion of Multicultural Issues
WINNER  Bulent Ibrisim and Eugenia Moraitis, SBS Radio, Greek and Turkish Language Program, Reaching Through the Divide
Special Commendation
Tom Zubrycki, Jotz Productions, Molly and Mobarak
FINALIST  Kim Cotton, Inform Magazine, Beyond the Roads to Refuge
FINALIST  Andra Jackson, The Age, Lone Detainee’s Long Wait for Protection
FINALIST  Julie Doyle, ABC Radio, Rural Refugees

Promotion of Positive Images of the Older Person
WINNER  Sarah Schofield, Christine Bratkovic, David Marshall, and Simon Prior, ABC TV Stateline NSW, Indispensable
FINALIST  Dan Nolan and Glen Armstrong, Ten News Brisbane, Hay Legend
FINALIST  Mark Simkin, ABC TV Foreign Correspondent, Okinawa Aged

2003
Best Photojournalism
WINNER  Jason South, The Age, Pre War Iraq
WINNER  John Feder, News Limited, Iraq – The Peoples War and Ali’s Story

Best Print
UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

**WINNER**  
Paul McGeough, *The Sydney Morning Herald* and *The Age*, War in Iraq  

**FINALIST**  
John Feder and Peter Wilson, *News Limited*, Iraq – The People’s War and Ali’s Story  

**FINALIST**  
Russell Skelton, *The Age*, Inside Baxter  

**FINALIST**  

### Best Radio

**WINNER**  
Antony Funnel, *ABC Radio National*, Customary Law Special  

**FINALIST**  
Paul Gray, Gray Matter, Light FM, Asylum-seekers: then and now  

**FINALIST**  
Kanaha Sabapathy, *ABC Radio Australia*, Child Abuse and Exploitation in the Philippines  

**FINALIST**  
Lyn Gallacher, *ABC Radio National*, Project 1453

### Best Television

**WINNER**  
Bronwyn Adcock, Dateline, *SBS Television*, Inside Nauru – Pacific Despair  

Special Commendation:  
Bronwyn Adcock, Dateline, *SBS Television*, Congo – Blue Helmets Under Siege  

**FINALIST**  
Steve Thomas, Flying Carpet Films for *ABC TV*, Family Foibles

### Increasing Awareness and Understanding of Women’s Rights and Issues

**WINNER**  
Natalie O’Brien and Elisabeth Wynhausen, *The Australian*, Tricked, Trafficked and Terrified  

**FINALIST**  

**FINALIST**  
Aviva Ziegler and Julian Russell, *Film Australia in association with 220 Productions*, Plumpton High Babies

### Promotion of Aboriginal Reconciliation

**WINNER**  
Nance Haxton, The World Today, ABC Radio, Iga Warta  

**FINALIST**  

**FINALIST**  

### Promotion of Multicultural Issues

**WINNER**  
Fanou Filali, Insight, *SBS TV*, Leap of Faith  

Special Commendation: David Busch and Jim Ussher, Encounter Series, *ABC Radio National*, Darwin: Eye of the Storm  

**FINALIST**  
Adam Harvey, *Sunday Telegraph*, Good Heavens….Don’t You Speak English Well  

**FINALIST**  
Natasha Cuculovski, Worldview, *SBS Radio*, Project 1453 Anniversary

### Promotion of Positive Images of the Older Person

**WINNER**  
Sean Murphy, Landline, *ABC Television*, Show Queen  

Special Commendation  
Natasha Johnson and Steven Baras-Miller, 7.30 Report, *ABC TV*, Glenroy Grannies
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**Promotion of understanding and resolution of environmental issues**

**WINNER** Bronwyn Adcock, Dateline, *SBS Television*, Zambia – Can Beggars Be Choosers?

**Special Commendation**

John Millard, Ian Harley, Anthony Sines, Mark Smith and Robert Hodgson, Australian Story, *ABC Television*, Bird in the Hand

**FINALIST** Alexandra de Blas and Jackie May, Earthbeat, *ABC Radio National*, World Water Forum Series

**FINALIST** Sally Ingleton, Tony Wright and Stuart Menzies, *Film Australia in association with December Films*, Muddy Waters – Life and Death on the Great Barrier Reef

**2002**

**Best Print**

**WINNER** Stuart Howie, *The Ballarat Courier*, Peace Call

**Special Commendation**

Russell Skelton, *The Age*, Asylum Seekers

**FINALIST** Alan Stokes, *The Australian*, Our Belief in Humanity

**Best Radio**

**WINNER** Robyn Ravlich, Russell Stapleton, The Listening Room, *ABC*, On the Raft, All at Sea

**Special Commendation**

Jacqueline Arias, *ABC Radio*, Voices From The Inside

**FINALIST** Siobhan McHugh, *ABC Radio*, Reconciliation: From Broome to Belfast

**FINALIST** Isabelle Genoux, Barry Clarke, Ryan Egan, *ABC Radio*, Time to Talk

**Best Television**

**WINNER** Ellenor Cox, Liz Thompson, *Firelight Films and Tiger Eye Productions*, Breaking Bows and Arrows

**Special Commendation**

Helen Dalley, Paul Steindl, Sunday Program: *Nine Network*, The Trauma of Refugee Children

**FINALIST** Vicki Horne, Andrew Dodd, Chris Downey, Kyle Neaves and Peter Thomas, *Oxfam Community Aid Abroad and Albert Street Productions*, Sacred Stones

**FINALIST** Margot O'Neill , Lateline *ABC TV*, Curtain Tape

**Increasing awareness and understanding of women’s rights and issues**

**WINNER** Jacqueline Arias, *ABC Radio National*, Marriage, Sexuality and Betrayal

**FINALIST** Greg Smith, Woman’s Day, Budget

**FINALIST** Dawn Delaney, *Inside Indonesia*, Timor’s Women

**Promotion of Aboriginal Reconciliation**

**WINNER** Michael Gordon, *The Age*, Building Bridges
UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

Special Commendation
Vicki Horne, Andrew Dodd, Chris Downey, Kyle Neaves and Peter Thomas, Oxfam Community Aid Abroad and Albert Street Productions, Sacred Stones
FINALIST Nick Way, Network Ten News Perth, James Fitzpatrick Young Australian: A Breeze Through Our Country

Promotion of Multicultural Issues
WINNER Simon Royal, ABC TV, Afghan Soccer Players
Special Commendation
Stephen Waldon, The Age, The Longest Journey
FINALIST Adrian Glamorgan, Nova Magazine, When Shoes Wear Thin
FINALIST David Busch, ABC TV, Encounter - the Calamity and the Dawn

Promotion of Positive Images of the older person
WINNER Mary Gearin, 7.30 Report ABC TV, Women's Circus
FINALIST Sarah Schofield, ABC TV, Arthur Bishop
FINALIST Mary Gearin and Katherine Swan, 7.30 Report ABC TV, Old Nurses

Promotion of understanding and resolution of environmental issues
WINNER Belinda Hawkins, Insight SBS TV, Down In The Valley
Special Commendation
Ken Eastwood, Australian Geographic, Power in the Future
FINALIST Claire Miller, The Age, Going with the Flow

2001
Best Print
WINNER Peter Mares, Australian Financial Review, Asylum Seekers
FINALIST Michael Gordon, The Age, The Reconciliation Games
FINALIST Bill Birnbauer, The Age, Juvenile Justice series

Best Radio
WINNER Belinda Hawkins, Kirsten Garrett and Linda McGinness, Background Briefing, ABC Radio, The Battered Defence
FINALIST Antony Balmain, Carey Dell, ABC Radio National, Canada's Treaty in Trouble
FINALIST Brian Abbott, SBS Radio, Hate Shall Not Weary Them

Best Television
WINNER Amanda Collinge, Cassandra Hill and Susan Bell, Insight SBS TV, Secrets and Lives
Special Commendation
Debbie Whitmont and Peter McEvoy, Four Corners, ABC TV, The Inside Story
FINALIST Ben Cheshire, Quentin Davis, Scott Taylor, Ian Harley and Andrew Dickson, Australian Story, ABC TV, A Bridge Over Myall Creek

Increasing awareness and understanding of women’s rights and issues
WINNER Karen Kissane, The Age, A Gamble With Life, Ending the Affair
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**Promotion of Aboriginal Reconciliation**

**WINNER** Ben Cheshire, Quentin Davis, Scott Taylor, Ian Harley and Andrew Dickson, Australian Story, *ABC TV*, A Bridge Over Myall Creek

**Special Commendation**

Rosalind Pulley, *The Cairns Post*, GP Heals a Deeper Rift

**FINALIST** Anne Crawford, *The Age*, Aboriginal Melbourne series

**Promotion of Multicultural Issues**

**WINNER** Christina Heristanidis, *SBS TV*, Dear Bert

**FINALIST** Amanda Collinge, Cassandra Hill and Susan Bell, Insight *SBS TV*, Secrets and Lives

**FINALIST** Peter Mares, *Australian Financial Review*, Asylum Seekers

**Promotion of Positive Images of the Older Person**

**WINNER** Tony Wright, Stuart Menzies and Steve Westh, December Films, *SBS TV*, Grey Voyagers

**FINALIST** Manpreet Singh, *SBS Radio*, Baba Joginder Singh - The Living Legend

**FINALIST** David Blackall, *SBS TV*, Delinquent Angel

**Promotion of understanding and resolution of environmental issues**

**WINNER** Amanda Hodge, *The Weekend Australian*, Saving the Murray

**FINALIST** Amanda Hodge, *The Weekend Australian*, Paradise Acquired

**FINALIST** Ian Henschke, Kym Klopp, Andrew Burch, Chris Nilsen, *ABC TV*, Organic Farming

---

**BEST PRINT**

**WINNER** Michael Gordon, *The Age*, Reconciliation: A Journey

**FINALIST** Peter Davis, *Eureka Street*, India Close Up

**FINALIST** Simon Bevilacqua, *The Sunday Tasmanian*, Peace and Reconciliation

**FINALIST** Mia Handshin, *The Advertiser*, Push for Peace in a Violent World

**BEST RADIO**

**WINNER** Sally Spalding, *SBS Radio*, Making the Peace in Darebin

**FINALIST** Antony Balmain, Caroline Davey, Heather Paterson, Ashley Hall and Andrea Conn, Worldview *SBS*, East Timor – The Road to Freedom

**FINALIST** Brian Abbott and *SBS Radio*, Reluctant Refugee Haven

**BEST TELEVISION**

**WINNER** Dee Cameron, *Inside Story*, Facing the Demons

**FINALIST** Matthew Carney, *SBS Television* Burma – Praying for Peace

**FINALIST** Fraynework Multimedia and the people of the Kutjungka community, *Desert Healing*
UNAA Media Peace Awards WINNERs and FINALISTs

FINALIST  Tom Zubrycki, Sally Browning and Wilson da Silva, *Film Australia in association with Emerald Films*, The Diplomat

**Increasing awareness and understanding of women’s rights and issues**

WINNER  Steve Thomas, Val Needham, Karen McMillon and Vi Thomas, *SBS TV*, Least Said, Soonest Mended

FINALIST  Helen Brown and Margot Foster, *ABC Radio National*, Regional Communities and Women Dealing with Domestic Violence

FINALIST  Catherine Dyson and Sarah Barton, *Halcyon Films*, A Wing and a Prayer

FINALIST  Pamela Bone, *The Age*, Series of Articles

**Promotion of Aboriginal Reconciliation**


Special Commendations
- Fraynework Multimedia, and the people of the Kutjungka community, Desert Healing
  - John Moore, Michael McMahon and Michael Cummins, *Film Australia in association with John Moore Productions*, Thomson of Arnhem Land

**Promotion of Multicultural Issue**


FINALIST  Oz Concert Team: Mara Basanovic, Allan Blagaient, Angela Perry, Russell Jordon, SBS Team: Alison Wall, John Firth and Julie Traveruiti, -’Oz Concert 2000. You Me Australian – Living in Harmony

Special Commendation
Mayu Kanamori, Nick Franklin, Lucy Dann, and John Jacobs, *Radio Eye Features and Documentaries*, The Heart of the Journey

**Promotion of understanding and resolution of environmental issues**

WINNER  Amanda Collinge and Sue Bell, *SBS TV*, Salt Solutions

FINALIST  Rosalind Pulley, *The Cairns Post*, On Borrowed Time/Sanctuaries Giving Hope

FINALIST  Claire Miller, *The Age*, Crossing the Forest Divide

FINALIST  *Green Connections Magazine*, Neighbours – Working Together